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Across  
  

1 Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, Donny   rabbinically to kill someone who delivers (or  

 Osmond, Mitt Romney, Angel Moroni etc.  intends to deliver) a Jew to the Heathen  
6 Messianic redeemer in Muslim eschatology   (complicating cases of tax fraud and child  

 who will appear at the Day of Judgment and   abuse and a criminal offence under new  

 rid the world of wrongdoing, injustice and   Department of Justice and Regulation Child  
 tyranny (and drive out great Satan) believed  Safety legislation)  

 to be either not yet born or living, but hidden 25 Iranian Revolution (initials) 

 from human sight (lesser Occulation) by G-d 26 New England axe-murderess acquitted of  
10 Hard, unpleasant allegedly chocolate biscuit  killing parents in sensational trial of 1892  

11 Famous clown  and subject of memorable 70s telemovie with  

12 Pejorative term used by smug, liberal elites   Elizabeth Montgomery from Bewitched 

 for poor, white, uneducated, rural Americans 28 Man U (initials) 

 with socially conservative views regarded as  29 Terrible fate suffered by Peter Abelard and  

 deplorable  Alan Turing 
13 Widespread destruction, mayhem 32 Bundle of strings or other absorbent material  

15 Adorable Monkee  attached to a pole for cleaning kitchen floor 

16 Famous John Travolta character (not Vinnie  33 Fancy-sounding theological term deployed as  
 Barbarino, Danny Zuko, Billy Nolan or   propaganda to obfuscate inexorable ethnic  

 Vincent Vega)  cleansing of Palestine (through immigration)  

17 United Earth Directorate (initials)  with chauvinistic mysticism 
18 Precious stone, jewel 34 Delicious creamy condiment 

19 Seethe with anger 35 “Terry and Julie meet at the station every  

21 James Bond villain (not Auric Goldfinger or   Friday night” Swinging 60s screen heartthrob 
 Ernst Stavro Blofeld)  referenced in Waterloo Sunset by The Kinks  

22 Jewish informer who reports wrongdoing by  (Far from the Madding Crowd, Teorama,  

 Jews to non-Jewish authorities transgressing  The Adventures of Priscilla: Queen of the 
 rabbinic prohibition on mesirah (“handing   Desert etc.) (initials) 

 over”) and risking death, it being permitted  36 Centaur teacher of Achilles 

 

3.7 (contd.) 
 

Across (contd.)  
  

37 Algerian popular music style (Khaled etc.) 21 “Do not worship idols. Do not curse G-d. Do 

38 Cast off, divest oneself of, modest building    not eat flesh torn from a living animal etc.” 
 in backyard  The seven laws revealed by Yahweh on Sinai 

39 Adjectival prefix used to indicate China   conceived as a minimum level of observance  

41 “What if you knew her and found her dead   for the goyim (compared to 613 injunctions  
 on the ground” US state known for shocking   required of the Children of Israel) (often 

 1969 campus shootings by State Troopers   characterized as a magnanimous interfaith 

 immortalized in CSNY song with emotional   gesture by those unaware that Christianity is 
 David Crosby adlib on outro   regarded as idolatry and, by traditionalists, 

43 Latin for previously but no longer (smoker,   transgression punishable by decapitation) 

 con, Catholic, wife etc.) 23 Brazilian architect of nightmarish modernist  
45 Controversial Catholic Archbishop and   capital (initials) 

 cardinal from Philippines known for hardline  24 Lovely name for a cat (short for Neon  

 views such as distributing condoms at height  Genesis Evangelion) 
 of AIDS epidemic being “intrinsically evil” 26 16th century Danish astronomer known for  

46 Latin for not (smoker, drinker, Catholic etc.)  precision of astronomical observations and  

47 1963 Roger Corman sci-fi horror film with   metal nose (surname) 
 Ray Milland as Dr. James Xavier subtitled  27 Greek term for the populace of a city state 

 The Man with the X Ray Eyes 30 Spanish Inquisition (initials) 

48 Screen role played by Max Schreck, Bela  31 16th century Danish astronomer known for  
 Lugosi, Christopher Lee, William Marshall,  precision of astronomical observations and  

 Klaus Kinski, Robert Pattinson and Brad Pitt   metal nose (Christian name) 

Down 
32 Angel who revealed the location of the gold  
 plates inscribed with the Book of Mormon to  

1 The subduing of bodily desire by abstinence   Joseph Smith in 1823 

 or discipline defined theologically as the 38 Transgression of divinely revealed directive  
 “putting to death” of sin (also Christian death  such as worshipping idols, cursing G-d or  

 metal band from Moorabbin)  eating flesh torn from living animals 

2 Hard, unpleasant American biscuit 40 Derogatory term for Japanese widely used  
3 Backwards lipstick writing in turgid scene  during WW2 as seen on McHale’s Navy 

 from The Shining characteristic of director’s  42 Greatly loved Vietnamese leader know as  

 portentous, overblown and leaden touch  “Uncle” 
4 What was Davy Jones (also Mickey Dolenz, 44 French King (Louis) played by Rip Torn in  

 Mike Nesmith and 15 across)?  torpid 2006 art film 
5 Sultry German beatnik with distinctive, torpid   

 vocal delivery (I’ll be your Mirror etc.)  15 Dec 2017 

6 Outmoded, subtly condescending term for    
 Islam considered blasphemous and offensive    

 to Muslims due to the inference that the    

 Prophet Mohammed (peace be upon him) is    
 worshipped as G-d (on Christian model)   

7 Muslim prayer time announced by Muezzin   

8 Dilapidated, slovenly, barely habitable    
 dwellings such as 221 Blyth Street,   

 Brunswick East   

9 Characteristic of the body of a saint which,    
 due to extreme sanctity, will not decompose   

14 October Revolution or Oral Roberts (initials)   

16 Meister Eckhart or Mr. Ed (initials)   
18 Memorable character portrayed by Dennis    

 Price in The Adventures of Barry McKenzie    

 and Lock Martin in 1951 cold war classic   
 The Day the Earth Stood Still   

20 Mountain range in Russia and conventional    

 boundary between Europe and Asia    
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